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ABSTRACT 

The concept of Computer Integrated Xanufacturing (CIM) is largely 

accepted to be the foundation on which manufacturing companies should 

build the factory of the future. Using computerized manufacturing and 

flexible production automation as an offensive competitive weapon can

not be done without a careful economic evaluation and a thorough analysis 

of the investments involved. The investment in new flexible production 

technologies certainly is a strategic issue whose impact goes far beyond 

the strict evaluation of the equipment itself. After discussing the fun

damental issues involved, we describe the framework and operating prin

ciples of MANROB, a software package for the after-tax present value 

assessment of cash flow differenc~between conventional and flexible 

automated manufacturing systems. The operating characteristics and sen

sitivity analysis possibilities of MANROB are illustrated by means of 

a detailed numerical example. 
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1 . INTRODUCTION 

The apparent success of the Japanese manufacturing industry, 

relying largely on flexibility and integration, together with the 

increasing world business competition are crucial incentives for the 

many recent efforts to renew the manufacturing effectiveness of the 

Western world. The apparent conflict between manufacturing flexibili-

ty and productive efficiency which has long bedeviled the industry, seems 

no longer inevitable. The so-called Factory of the Future is now cited 

to be the key to this renewal and is accredited to hold all potentials 

to resolve the conflict. 

Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) is largely accepted 

to be the foundation on which manufacturing companies should build 

this Faccory of the Future. CIM is waxing. According to recent fore

casts, the 1989 world marketplace for industrial automation is estimated 

to be between $ 65 billion and $ 75 billion, up from around$ 15 billion 

~n 1983. According to IBM the CIM subset of that market will pass $ 26 

billion in 1989 ([2]). Despite all this, defining CIM remains a challenge. 

CIM stands for much more than suggested by dangerous slogans such as 

"Automate, Emigrate or Evaporate" or "Modernize or Fossilize". Cih re

presents the integration, through a carefully designed hierarchical ~n

formation system, of the recently emerging technological developments 

with respect to product design (Computer Aided Design (CAD)/Computer 

Aided Engineering (CAE)), the design of the production process (Computer 

Aided Process Planning (CAPP)), flexible production automation (Computer 

Aided Manufacturing (CAM)), inspection (Computer Aided Inspection (CAI)), 

testing (Computer Aided Testing (CAT)) and maintenance, automated ma

terials handling, materials storage and physical distribution (Computer 

Aided Logistics (CAL)) and an efficient and effective system for produc

tion planning and control (MRPII, JIT, OPT ... ) ([14]). 

The CIM strategy implies that flexible manufacturing technology 

~s employed as an integrated, offensive strategy. Using computerized 

manufacturing and flexible production automation as a powerful competitive 
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weapon cannot be done without a careful economic evaluation and a 

thorough analysis of the i~vestments involved. The main issues Ln

volved in the strategic justification of investments in CIM-technology 

are summarized in the next section. The basic ingredients of a good 

investment analysis are dealt with in Section III. In Section IV, we 

discuss the framework and fundamental operating principles of MANROB, 

a software evaluation tool for flexible production automation projects, 

which is written in Applesoft BASIC for the Apple II microcomputer. 

The operating characteristics and sensitivity analysis possibilities of 

MANROB are illustrated in Section V by means cr a detailed numerical example. 

II. STRATEGIC ASPECTS OF COMPUTER INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING 

Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) has been attributed 

numerous strategic benefits throughout the literature [8, 11, 12, 13]. 

It holds the promise to adapt faster to volume and throughput changes 

and product differentiation and allows to increase the "reliability, 

quality and customer service at a competitive price. More in particu

lar, it allows to resolve a traditional dilemma faced by corporate 

policy makers : the choice between overall cost leadership and a more 

market-oriented, differentiation type of strategy. Employing CIM as a 

strategy provides a possible protection against the risks associated 

with the.too narrow-minded view of becoming a "low-cost producer" and 

offers serious possibilities to reap the benefits normally associated 

with a market-oriented, demand-pull type of strategy ([13]). 

The pitfalls of technology based cost leadership 

The overall cost leadership strategy is based on exploiting the 

scale economies associated with high-volume production, positioning 

the productive unit as lowas possible on the learning curve, vigorous 

cost control and extensive investment in equipment and machines. Such 

a strategy requires a high relative market share and management exper

tise with respect to production engineering, production management and 

inventory control. 
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A strategy which overemphasizes technology-based cost leadership 

LS subject to many risks, among which the following two deserve our 

special attention. First, process technology is not necessarily an 

entry barrier. People often move from one firm to another carrying 

their employer's process technology with them (Zannetos [ 30]). In

dustry newcomers or followers may take advantage of low-cost learning 

through imitation or through their ability to invest in state-of-the

art facilities (Porter [25]). Newcomers may soon reach the same 

learning curve position as firms that have been operating in the Ln

dustry for a long time. The$ 1,500 cost advantage of Japanese over 

Western car producers illustrate this point (Abernathy, Clark and 

Kantrow [1]). Steel production provides another illustration the 

cost advantage of the U.S. over Japan which existed in 1956 has been 

transformed into a net cost disadvantage in 1976 (Thompson [29]). Where 

the deployment of production technology is not necessarily an entry 

barrier, the resulting increased capital intensity may become an impor

tant exit barrier. Decisions to disinvest are very complicated and not 

easily made, expecially when heavy investments have been made in dedi

cated, specialized equipment. This may force a company to remain active 

within an industrial sector for which the prospects are rather gloomy. 

The inflation in costs of a number of input factors LS largely 

beyond management control and may seriously hamper a cost leadership 

strategy. A number of cost elements are indeed heavily influenced by 

external factors such as inflation, labor force agreements on wage 

levels and working hours and increasing raw material prices. 

It has been argued that a strategy which narrowly focuses on 

process rationalizations may cause a productive unit to be trapped in 

a vicious circle which demands more investments while profitability 

declines ([5], [10], [12], [13]). According to those arguments, manu

facturing processes, no less than products turned out, go through a 

life cycle evolution. Initially non-standardized, often exclusive pro

ducts are manufactured using uncoordinated, often manual production 

processes. The product innovation rate is high and is stimulated by 
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an expanding market demand, the ultimate potential of which lS not yet 

fully recognized. The required product innovation insights are ob

tained mainly by recognizing the relevant product requirements rather 

than by new scientific developments or advanced technologies. As the 

industry further develops, market uncertainty declines. Gradually a 

dominant product design evolves, reducing the need for real product in

novation. Competition in mature markets is now largely based on low 

prices. This invokes further process innovations. As price competi

tion increases, the production process becomes more capital intensive 

focusing on low-cost production. This finally leads to a rigid state 

characterized by only marginal product and process innovations. A pro

ductive unit evolving primarily along the lines explained, is exposed 

to various environmental pressures such as increasing labor costs, 

government regulations and currency variations. This forces the produc

tive unit to increase its (labor) productivity through increased automa

tion which requires major investments. This leads to a further stan

dardization of the products produced and a higher reliance on price as 

a competitive weapon. As a result, the productive unit suffers from 

lower net profit margins on sales, which together with the higher in

vestment in automation, forces the unit to increase the volume through 

the plant. One of the results lS agressive production rationalization. 

Consequently, the productive unit becomes more vulnerable to organized 

workforce pressures because production disruptions become more costly. 

Together with a renewed emphasis on productivity impru·vement, the plant 

is pushed for more automation and the spiral continues. 

Last but not least, the impact of automated manufacturing in 

general and flexible production automation in particular is mainly found 

in small and medium batch production, more precisely the manufacturing 

of elementary parts and components. As such, automated manufacturing may 

hold strong tendencies towards vertical backward integration. A produc

tive unit may indeed be tempted to install flexible automation within 

its own confines in order to reap the benefits of controlling and coordi

nating the manufacturing and delivery of components and parts. Vertical 

backward integration indeed has important generic benefits (Porter [25]) 
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such as lower transaction costs, reduction in the uncertainty of supply 

and deliveries, better coordination in establishing production plans 

and controlling production schedules and better technical cooperation 

and tuning of the operations in case of innovation and launching of 

new products. 

However, t~ere are also some risks involved with a high degree 

of vertical backward integration. First, vertical backward integration 

requires heavy investments. Investment intensity (investments as a 

percentage of sales turnover) is known to increase with increasing de

gree of vertical backward integration (Buzzell [4]). Second, the effi

cient scale will be different for assembly than for component manufac

turing. As mentioned by Porter [25], the volume of purchases of the 

firm contemplating backward integration must be large enough to support 

an in-house component supplying unit large enough to reap sufficient 

economies of scale in manufacturing the parts and components, or the 

firm faces a dilemma. Either it must build an inhouse facility at a 

ser~ous cost disadvantage, or it must bear the possible risk of selling 

some of the production of the upstream unit in the open market. Hence 

the firm must analyze whether it is not better to rely on subcontractors 

for the supply of parts and components. The subcontracting task can be 

accomplished by a small or medium sized firm that may reach an efficient 

scale by performing the subcontracting activity for a number of companies 

wi~hin the same sector. 

In short it should be mentioned that a high degree of vertical 

backward integration is mostly translated in lower return, unless the 

firm has a relatively large market share. This is in strong contrast 

with forward vertical integration, customer oriented integration, for 

which the investment requirements seem to be lower and which indeed has 

a positive effect on company return. 

Technology-push and demand-pull 

The above remarks concern~ng the risks involved ~n employing tech

nology mainly to achieve overall cost leadership stand ~n strong contrast 
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with the advantages generally attributed to a more market-oriented, 

demand-pull, differentiation type of strategy. Differentiating the 

product or service offering of the firm is listed as Lhe second generic 

str~tegy by Porter [25]. This strategy tries to obtain a unique pro

duct position within the industry through the creation of an exclu

sive brand image, brand loyalty by customers, an emphasis on customer 

service and an efficient dealer network, quality promotion or techni

cal product superiority. Such a strategy requires strong marketing 

abilities, leadership in product design and engineering and a lot of 

creativity. Differentiation, if achieved, is a viable strategy for 

earning above-average returns. This type of demand-pull strategy is 

generally evaluated as successful (Peters and Waterman [23]). 

Until recently, the overall cost leadership and the differen

tiation strategy werC' largely considered to l-e incompatible. Either 

a productive unit operates as a rather rigid cost leader without achie

ving differentiation, or it gains flexibility through differentiation 

at the price of loosing overall cost leadership. Computer Integrated 

Manufacturing supported by the use of flexible production automation, 

allows to resolve this dilemma and enables a company to pursue a type 

of combination strategy and reconcile cost efficiency and market orien

tation. As stated by Skinner [28], this can bring to bear many other 

strategic factors besides achieving low cost; to wit, superior quality, 

shorter delivery cycles, lower inventories, shorter nPw product develop

ment cycles, and new production economics, allowing for a richer product 

mix, more product proliferation and more customer specials. 

A strategy based on good service, quality, product differentia

tion LS not necessarily expensive. Shifts in the market can be quickly 

traced, a wide range of product types offers a nice protection mecha

nism against product innovations by competitors. Increased quality has 

a direct or indicrect (through an increased market share) beneficial 

effect on costs ([6], [24]). The CIM-strategy offers the key to a number 

of synergetic effects allowing to translate investments in flexible pro

duction automation into an increased market share via increased flexi

bility, quality and service. 
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CIM, however, cannot be bought as a turnkey product. The 

strategic justification to authorize a productive unit's purchase of 

CIM-technology is not enough. A financial justification should accom-

pany the strategic one using CIM as a powerful competitive weapon 

cannot be done without a thorough analysis of the investments involved. 

III. THE INVESTMENT DECISION 

The investment in CIM-technology certainly is an issue whose 

impact goes far beyond the strict evaluation of the equipment itself. 

A number of benefits are sometimes extremely difficult to measure such 

as improved manufacturing flexibility or benefits due to integration 

synergy. The introduction of computer aided manufacturing equipment 

influences the total organisation, the manufacturing system and certain

ly the type of products offered by the company. The risk position.of 

the company may be changed because of uncertainties in market prospects 

and maybe because of changes in the cost structure due to a shift from 

variable to fixed costs. Because of all these factors mentioned above 

some people started having doubts about the suitability of the traditio

nal capital budgeting techniques ([9]) and completely replace good old 

discounted cash flow procedures by the strategic justification discussed 

~n the prev~ous section. We claim that this doubt is misplaced. Much 

of the criticism on the use of traditional capital budgeting techniques 

seems to be directed to misapplications of discounted cash flow proce

dures to CIM investment proposals. 

The various elements of a correct analysis of the investments 

~n CIM-technology have been discussed elsewhere ([11], [12], [13]), In 

this section we restrict ourselves to the fundamental issues involved. 

More arguments will be added in the next section (see also [17,18], 

[22]). 
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Discounted cash flow criticism and misuse 

A good deal of the criticism against the use of traditional capl

tal budgeting techniques is related to the misuse of accounting ratios 

such as return on investment (ROI) or return on equity or earnings 

per share as financial standards to evaluate strategies or major in

vestment proposals. 

The real measure of management success or the economic value of 

any investment is simply the anticipated cash flow discounted by the 

cost of capital. The discounted cash flow method (DCF) considers be

sides the time value of money also the aspect of risk. The economic 

value to snareholders of alternative strategies can be assessed by esti

mating future cash flows. Although some authors, consultants and mana

gers may have some doubts about the applicability of the classical in

vestment analysis tools, we argue that these techniques are still ex

tremely important in evaluating investments in CIM-technology. 

Figure 1 reveals the fundamental source of criticism launched 

against the DCF method. The figure illustrates two somewhat hypothe

tical cash flow streams for a typical productive unit resulting from 

two opposite scenarlos. Curve (a) represents the resulting cash flow 

stream given the scenario that the productive unit does not accept the 

proposals to invest in flexible production automation, while curve (b) 

denotes the cash flow stream for the opposite scenario. Although Figure 

1 possibly refers to a somewhat extreme case, it clearly illustrates 

the possibility that the Net Present Value of scenario (a) is higher 

than the Net Present Value of scenario (b) given a specific time hori

zon and a specific discount rate. That is the dilemma faced by many 

companies. The only way to resolve this dilemma lies in a correct ap

plication of financial theory. Two issues are of fundamental impor

tance in this respect : the proper choice of the time horizon and the 

proper choice of the discount rate. 
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Figure 1 Cash flow stream for a company accepting (b) and re3ecting 
(a) flexible automation. 

Computer Integrated Manufacturing is an epidemic process. 

Linking the various islands of automation within the directives of the 

overall CIM-strategy requires a dynamic integrated type of decision 

process. The installation of integrated flexible automation equipment 

is not a static, once and for all type of decision. It is a time-

phazed, continuous process J.n which capital outlays will be spread may-

be over a 10-15 year time horizon. Revenues will not be generated Lmme-

diately, the implementation stage may take a long time. 
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Second, one has to be careful in selecting the discount rate. 

A serious mistake in using the DCF approach is to set unrealistically 

high discount rates (see also [9]). This common practice reflects some

what the belief that high discount rates will assure only high return 

projects to be accepted. The discount rate should reflect the opportu

nity cost of capital ([21]) which is the return available in the capi

tal markets for investments having the same risk as the project under 

consideration. 

There is extensive evidence on average rates of return in capi-

tal markets during the past 60 years ([15]), showing that over the 

1926-1984 time period, the average total return (dividends plus price 

appreciation) from holding a diversified portfolio of common stocks was 

11.7 percent per year. Removing the effects of inflation reveals a real 

return of about 8.5 percent per year. Over the same 1926-1984 time 

period, fixed income securities had an average nominal before tax re-

turn of less than 5 percent a year. Again taking out inflation, this 

gives a·real return of about 1.5 percent per year. Estimating a project's 

cost of capital by taking a weighted average of the current cost of 

equity and debt, i.e. a mixture of debt and equity financing, yields a 

real cost of capital which is less than 8 per cent. 

Financial executives should not be too conservative and refrain 

themselves from tilting on the high side (see also [20)). Discount rates 

in the range of 25% to 40% bear little resemblance to a company's real 

cost of capital and bias the analysis to rejecting CIM-investments, the 

benefits of which stretch out over some 10 years in the future. Such 

high rates will cause cash flows which occur in the later years of 

Figure 1 to be valued very lightly (Note that a rate of 20 percent, for 

example, discounts$ 1 to $.40 in 5 years, and to $.16 in 10 years !). 

Using the accounting ROI as an estimate of the firm's real cost of capital 

- which for many firms may indeed be in the 15 to 25 percent range - is 

also wrong practice, as already suggested earlier Ln this section. All 

Ln all we should realize that fixing the precise discount rate is much 

of a technical question needed to be resolved in order to reduce (see 
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also [16] and [22]) a series of cash flows to a single summary measure. 

A sensitivity analysis as made possible with the software discussed be

low may offer a good way to handle the problem. Of equal if not more 

importance than fine-tuning the discount rate is the consideration of 

all possible alternatives to the current investment proposal and the 

proper estimation of the relevant cash fl0ws. 

Relevant investment alternatives and cash flow estimates 

An utmost important remark to be made with respect to the dilemma 

depicted in Figure 1 is that companies generally assume that the base 

case of "doing nothing" 1.s zero; i.e. if the company opts for the no 

investment alternative and does nothing in terms of CIM-technology, then 

nothing will happen to it ([20]). In other words, the no investment 

alternative assumes a continuation of the same ma:ket share, selling 

price and costs. It is utmost likely that the high initial investment 

in CIM-technology cannot be repaid 1.n a sufficient manner by its generated 

cost savings. In reality however, if a company does not invest in CIM, 

its competitors will make the base case of not investing negative. As 

argued above, CIM-technology cannot be bought as a turnkey package but 

its various components are available to the firm's competitors. Compe

titors reaping the CIM benefits may undermine the market position of the 

status quo company and may cause it to experience declining cash flows 

(see also [7]). 

Another important issue with respect to the dilemma posed 1.n 

Figure 1, is that the curves are highly influenced by the timing of the 

introduction of CIM-technology. First, as already argued above, a common 

procedure for a company employing a CIM-strategy is to link on a time

phazed, continuous basis its various islands of automation, that is to 

invest on a piecemeal, incremental basis in order to reap in a stepwise 

fashion the synergetic benefits of CIM technology. Postponing heavy 

CIM-like investments may not be a bad thing to do. More experience may 

be made available, equipment prices may go down, the software may become 

more reliable and effective. On the other hand, the decision to wait 
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may hamper the company's competitive position. Research on the value 

of waiting to invest is just emerging ([19]). Again the sensitivity 

analysis feature of the software discussed below may be of much help. 

Production 1s more than making costs 

A final remark has to do with the fact that production is much 

more than making costs. We too often evaluate proposals based on cost 

criteria. The impact of automation on market share is often neglected. 

Quality improvement has to do with the competitive position and conse

quently with market share. A reduction in lead times 1s a competitive 

weapon which 1s finally rewarded on the market place. The same holds 

for shorter new product development cycles and a richer product mix. 

Managers are often surprised by the fact that the current ratio of in

ventory to sales is no better than it was 20 years ago. From a cost 

point of view, it seems that we are doing a lousy job. The reason for 

such an inventory behavior can be explained by the fact that service 

improved and that companies offer a much greater product variety. 

Flexible automation is more than a technology-push strategy, rather it 

1s a means to combine the technology-push strategy with a demand-pull 

strategy. 

Of course, the cost aspects cannot be excluded from the analysis. 

It is important, however, to concentrate on the right costs. Occ the 

average the structure of total manufacturing cost is as follows : 10 % 

direct labor, 40 % indirect costs and 50 % materials. There are poten

tial cost reductions for all three categories. The most diffic ~t one 

to mana6 ~, however, are the indirect costs. Tl.o.t is exactly whe:-e most 

companies fail. Companies underestimate e.g. the time it takes to 

implement the system; the organisation must be changed, employees must 

be trained, a tremendous amount of software must be developed, 1nven

tories will not go down automatically and so on. So there are plenty 

of reasons for a careful cost analysis. But as mentioned already, pro

duction and automation is more than making costs; top management must 
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be convinced that flexible automation LS generating cash as well. The 

basic issues involved will be clarified throughout the next section 

(see also [13]). 

IV. MANROB -A SOFTWARE EVALUATION TOOL FOR FLEXIBLE PRODUCTION AUTOMA

TION PROJECTS 

MANROB is a simple software package written for the practicing 

analyst involved in the evaluation and justification of flexible pro

duction automation projects. Basically, it is intended for the after

tax present 'JOrth assessment of cash flow differences between conven

tional and flexible automated manufacturing systems. MANROB takes the 

user through the most important issues with respect to the evaluation 

of flexible production automation proj~cts and asks for an extensive 

quantification in terms of costs and savings. Based on the user's 

input MANROB provides a clear-cut cost/benefit statement with detailed 

yearly cash flows and the resulting Net Present Value. MANROB leaves 

room for a thorough sensitivity analysis that is capable of answering 

what-if type of questions. The program is menu-driven and written in 

Applesoft BASIC for the Apple II microcomputer. 

From the maLn menu the user may ask for the module labeled 

"THEORETICAL APPROACH" which explains the fundamental issues and the 

sequential steps of the investment analysis in sufficient detail. The 

various parts of this module can also be called for on a selective basis 

during program input operations when the user wants to obtain additional 

informati.on. The user can also select the module labeled "INPUT DATA 

SHEET", as a result of which a listing LS shown of the input data re

quired. The input data to be entered are rather aggregate and assume 

that the user has made some preliminary computations for which the theo

retical approach module also includes detailed advice. 

When the user selects the module "PROJECT ANALYSIS" from the maLn 

menu, MANROB starts asking a series of questions taking the user through 
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the various steps of the data input procedure. These steps are ex

plained below together with the underlying theoretical framework. 

It is important to note that cash outflows are entered as negative 

values and that cash inflows are entered as positive values. 

Time horizon 

First MANROB asks the user to enter a value for SP, the length 

of the study period (see our remarks on the proper time horizon in 

Section III) expressed as a number of years. The current version of 

the program allows for a maximum time horizon of 26 years. As argued 

above, a time horizon of 10-15 years is quite normal for CIM-type in

vestments. 

Additional sales 

MANROB asks the user to enter for each year I of the time hori

zon, proper values (in nominal terms) for AS(I), the additional sales 

due to the investment project. As argued above, production is much 

more than making costs. Improved product quality and increased flexi

bility, the ability to meet customer demands with much shorter lead 

times, in short the many synergetic effects attributed to CIM ([13]), 

should normally boost the sales volume. Given the high capital expen

ditures, a drastic increase in sales is asked for anyhow. Needless to 

say that uncertainty in this respect LS pretty high. That it is diffi

cult to quantify sales increases due to flexible production automation, 

however, is no justification for them to be valued at zero. 

Initial costs/benefits 

The decision to install flexible production automation technolo

gy goes far beyond the purchase of a traditional new type of equipment. 
' In addition to the initial purchase cost, INI, the program will ask the 

user to enter proper data for a number of additional cost items which 

will increase the initial costs beyond the out-of-pocket equipment ex

pense for the new equipment., 
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Consultancy costs, EEC, result from feasibility studies to 

determine whether the productive unit may benefit from and reasonably 

support flexible production automation, from technological assessments 

of the availability and reliability of the flexible production equip

ment required, from the screening of possible suppliers of the CIM

technology under consideration and external engineering efforts. The 

installation of CIM-technology also requires the procurement of what 

can be called surrounding equipment : tools, safety facilities, climate 

installations, standby equipment, etc. The user is asked to cope with 

this cost by entering a value for PSE. A crucial part of the invest

ment are the software costs, SC, required to get the CIM-technology 

running effectively. Experience already seems to indicate that the 

costs of software development are considerable. 

All the cost items mentioned so far - consultancy, surrounding 

equipment and software development should be budgeted as an investment 

expenditure and are to be considered as depreciable. In addition, there 

are non-depreciable cost items for which MANROB will ask the analyst to 

enter proper values. First there are internal engineering costs, EC, 

due to the adaptation of the new equipment to the·specific product and 

production requirements and possibly to the equipment already installed. 

By production environment adaptation costs, CPE, are meant a host of ex

penses due to redesigns made to the product itself, re-layout of the 

factory and reorganization of the materials handling systems possibly 

yielding considerable space savings, etc .. 

In addition to the initial costs, there may be cash inflows due 

to the existing equipment which becomffiuseless because of the introduc

tion of new CIM-technology. Their resulting cash inflows (because of 

the tax impact) have to be considered and consist of accelerated depre

ciation and the salvage value of the replaced equipment. MANROB will 

therefore ask the user to enter proper depreciation values, AC(I) for 

each year of the time horizon, the book value of the replaced equipment, 

BV, the salvage value of the replaced equipment, SV, and the year, Y1, 

in which this salvage value will come due. 
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Operating costs/benefits 

With respect to operating costs/benefits, MANROB will consider 

a number of important cost items. Flexible production automation calls 

for considerable less direct labor than traditional systems. These 

potential high direct labor cost reductions, however, can partly be 

offset by the increased need for high-skilled labor (such as computer 

specialists) • The analyst is required to enter the direct labor impact 

in dollars per period I as 

IDL(I) = WSF(I) - FCF(I) - WCM(I) - HCM(I), 

where WSF(.) denotes the wage savings due to firing, FCF(.) denotes the 

firing cost, WCM(.) stands for the wage costs of newly hired people and 

HCM(.) denotes the hiring cost. 

Material cost savings due to the introduction of CIM technology 

can be considerable. Flexible production automated systems normally 

requires less material than conventional systems : higher precision 

leads to waste reduction and improved quality leads to reduced reject 

rates. The user is asked to enter the material requirement impact 

IMR(I) on a per period basis as 

IMR ( . ) = (MRU * Q * RR) + RMU 

where MRU denotes the material requirement cost per unit, Q denotes the 

demand in units, RR stands for the reduced reject rate and RMU gives the 

dollar value for the reduced material usage. 

Flexible production automation may have beneficial effects on 

throughput time leading to work-in-process inventory reductions. Through

put time, TPT, can be estimated as 

TPT (SUT/ABS) + PMT + TMT + PPT + AWT 
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where SUT denotes set-up time, ABS the average batch size, PHT the 

part handling time, THT the tool handling time, PPT the part process

ing time and AWT the average waiting time. The analyst is requested 

to enter the work-in-process reduction, RWP(I), on a per period basis 

as 

RWP(.) = Q * (VA/2) * (TPT - TPT') * CC 

where Q stands for the demand in units, VA the value added to a unit, 

TPT the present and TPT' the throughput time in case of project lm

plementation, and CC the out-of-pocket inventory holding cost (expressed 

as a percentage). 

In addition, flexible production automation may have a benefi

cial impact on material inventory due to just-in-time effects and 

safety stock reductions. Again the user is requested to enter the ma

terial inventory cost impact, RMI(I), for each year as 

RMI(.) = IV * (AMI-AMI') * (MIT-MIT') * CC 

with IV as the material item value, AMI as the current and AMI' as the 

average material inventory after project implementation, MIT as the 

current and MIT' as the material inventory holding time after project 

implementation and CC as the out-of-pocket inventory holding cost (ex

pressed as a percentage). Also on a per period basis, the user is asked 

to enter the impact on finished goods inventory, REI(I) obtained as 

REI (.) = VE * (AIQ-AIQ I) * (AIT-AIT I) * cc 

with 'IE the value added, AIQ the current and AIQ' the average end 

item inventory after project implementation, AIT as the current and 

AIT' as the new average inventory holding time and CC as the out-of

pocket inventory holding cost (expressed as a percentage). 
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The above mentioned formulas are related to savings ~n out-of

pocket inventory holding costs. An inventory reduction, however, 

also means a reduction in working capital. The one-time saving due 

to inventory reduction must also be entered as a cash-inflow in the 

year (or years) where the reduced working capital level is realized. 

To summarize, the inventory related cash implications are two-fold 

first we have the yearly cash inflows due to savings in inventory 

holding costs and second, we have the impact on reduced working capital. 

Preventive maintenance is a crucial element within CIM technolo

gy. The up-time of the complex automated equipment must be maximized 

leading to a possible increase in maintenance costs. MANROB asks the 

user to enter the impact on maintenance costs, AMC(I) on a per period 

basis as 

AMC(.) = CSP + SPI + CMP + MPI + NMP +EMF + SBM + OSC 

where CSP denotes the costs of spare parts, SPI the spare part inven

tory costs, CMP denotes the cost of maintenance products and MPI the 

maintenance product inventory costs, NMP denotes the cost of additio

nal maintenance personnel, EMF the training costs for current mainte-

-nance personnel, SBM the cost of possible standby machines (if not 

yet considered above) and OSC the costs of outside service contracts. 

Flexible production automation equipment makes efficient use 

of energy but requires a lot of it. This energy consumption should be 

carefully estimated and compared with the current consumption level. 

It should not be overlooked that automated systems can sometimes save 

heating and lighting energy. The increase in manufacturing energy 

costs may be offset by environment energy cost reductions. The user 

enters the energy cost effects, PEE(I), for each year I as 

PEE(.) = (EFM-EFM') + (EFE-EFE') 

with EFM as the current and EFM' as the new manufacturing energy cost 

and EFE as the current and EFE' as the new working environment energy cost. 
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Tax effects 

The role of taxes is important in investment projects. First 

of all there are the investment tax credits or similar type of systems. 

The user is requested to enter the proper investment tax credit rate, 

IC, which is somewhat application dependent. In addition, there are 

the important depreciation tax shields lowering ~ncome before taxes. 

In return, income before taxes may be increased due to additional sales 

and possibly lower production costs. Tax effects may also result from 

selling the old and new equipment due to the difference between the 

selling price and the remaining book value. With all that in mind, the 

analyst is asked to enter proper values for the yearly depreciation 

values, DR(I), for the new equipment, the salvage value, SAL, for the 

new equipment and the year, Y2, in which this salvage value will come 

due (this year should be SP or SP+1). The user also enters proper 

values for the inflation rate, FI, 

investment tax credit rate, IC. 

the income tax rate, ITR and the 

as 

The net tax effect NTE(.) 1s year dependent and can be stated 

NTE(1) = EPC(1) * ITR* (1+FI) 

+ [AS(1) - DEP(1) + EC + CPE] * ITR 

+ IN * IC 

for the first year, and 

NTE(I) = EPC(I) * ITR * (1+FI) 1 

+ [AS(I) - DEP(I)] * ITR 

for all years I# 1, Y1, Y2, 

and where 

Y1 
NTE(Y1) = NTE(Y1) + [SV-(BV- Z AC(I»J * ITR 

1=1 
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Y2 
NTE(Y2) = NTE(Y2) + [SAL-(IN- ~ DR(I))J * ITR 

I=1 

with EPC(.) as the total yearly effect on the production costs defined 

as EPC(.) = IDL(.) + IMR(.) + RWP(.) + RMI(.) +REI(.) + AMC(.) +PEE(.), 

DEP(.) as the total yearly depreciation defined as DEP(.) =DR(.) + 

AC(.). and IN= INI + EEC + PSE + SC. (Recall that INI, EEC, PSE, SC, 

EC and CPE are entered as negative values) . 

Two additional remarks are in order here. When the user enters 

a value for the inflation rate, FI, different from zero, it is assumed 

that incremental cash flows have been entered in real terms. In case 

the incremental cash flows have been entered in nominal terms, the in

flation ~ate ~uld be zero. Another option is to enter the additional 

cash flows and sales in real terms and an inflation rate equal to zero; 

in this case, real interest rates should be entered to discount these 

cash flows. 

Risk analysis 

As mentioned above, an important issue in evaluating CIM-type 

of investments is to arrive at a discount rate which incorporates the 

systematic risk associated with the cash flows. We can rely on modern 

financial theory using the capital asset pricing model to obtain the 

opportunity cost of capital as 

R = R1 + S(RM- R1) 

with R1 as the risk-free interest rate, RM the expected market return 

and S the asset beta (see also [3]). 
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Net present value . 

When all input data have been correctly entered, MANROB will 

compute the net present value of the project as 

NPV 
SP 

= Z {[EPC(I)*(1-ITR)*(l+FI)I] 
I=1 1+R 

+ [AS(I)* (1-ITR)] + [DEP(I)* ITR ]} 
(1+R)I (1+R1)I 

+ 

SAL -
Y2 

[SAL-(IN- Z DR(I))J *ITR 
I=1 

Y1 
SV - [SV - (BV- Z AC(I))J *ITR 

I=1 
+ ----------------~~-------------

(1+R)Y1 

+ (1-IC) * IN 

+ (1-ITR) * (EC+CPE) 

Note that there is no uncertainty involved with the depreciation tax 

shields so they are discounted at the risk-free interest rate, R1. 

MANROB also computes the uniform annuity ser~es NA as follows 

NA = NPV * R * 
(1+R)SP 

(1+R)SP_1 

In case the NPV < 0, MANROB also computes the additional cash flow 

needed to have NPV = 0 as 

-NPV SP 1 FI I 
CF = (1-ITR) / ( I (1:R) ) . 

1=1 

This may help management to find out whether the uncertainty ln the 

estimation of the cash flows or so-called unquantifiable strategic 
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justification factors are at least worth the additional cash flows 

needed in order to accept the investment project with confidence. 

V. PROGRfu~ OUTPUT AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

A sample output generated by MANROB on an artificial numerical 

example is presented 1.n Figure 2. The section labeled "INPUT FOR ANALYSIS" 

is a printout of the var1.ous input data which were entered by the user 

during a MANROB session. As shown costs are entered as negative and be

nefits as positive or zero values. The section labeled "OUTPUT" shows 

the result of the NPV calcu1ations, i.e. the yearly additional sales 

AS(I), the savings in manufacturing, EPC(I) * (1+FI)I, the additional 

taxes to be paid, NTE(I) and the resulting values for NPV and NA. 

MANROB also allows for an extensive sensitivitv analysis. The 

nser can change the entered values for the additional sales, equipment's 

cost and depreciation, capital equipment's costs, depreciation of the 

replaced equipment, the impact on direct labor, material requirements, 

work-in-process, material inventor~ end-item inventory, maintenance costs energy 
' . j 

costs, the inflation rate, the nominal interest rates and ask MANROB 

to evaluate the resulting effect on NPV. As an example Figure 3 shows 

the output section for changed additional sales values, everything else 

remained unchanged. As can be seen the changed sales values now result 

1.n a negative net present value and a negative uniform annuity series. 

As a result the additional cash flow needed to make the NPV = 0 is shown 

as part of the output. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

CIM technology is wax1.ng. Our productive units will be forced 

to make crucial decisions during the coming years on whether to employ 

the CIM strategy and acquire flexible production automation equipment. 
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Figure 2 Sample output for an artificial numerical example 

INPUT FOR ANALYSIS 

****************** 

PRICE 

DEPRECIABLE COSTS 

DEPRECIATION 

SALVAGE VALUE = 

7000.00 

CONSULTANCY = 
SURROUNDING EQUIPMENT 
SOFTWARE = 

YEAR 1 = 2800.00 
YEAR 2 2800.00 
YEAR 3 = 2800.00 
YEAR 4 = 2800.00 
YEAR 5 = 2800.00 
YEAR 6 = 0.00 
YEAR 7 = 0.00 
YEAR 8 = 0.00 
YEAR 9 = 0.00 
YEAR 10 0.00 

200.00 (IN YEAR = 11) 

1000.00 
2000.00 
4000.00 

NON-DEPRECIABLE COSTS : ENGINEERING = 0.00 
. ADAPTATION OF PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENT= 1500.00 

CURRENT BOOK VALUE = 2800.00 

DEPRECIATION : YEAR 1 = 1400.00 
YEAR 2 = 1400.00 
YEAR 3 = 
YEAR 4 = 
YEAR 5 
YEAR 6 = 
YEAR 7 = 
YEAR 8 
YEAR 9 = 
YEAR10 = 

SALVAGE VALUE 100.00 

3. RATES 

INFLATION RATE 

INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT RATE 

INCOME TAX RATE 

RISKLESS NOMINAL INTEREST RATE 

RISKY NOMINAL INTEREST RATE 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

(IN 

= 

= 
= 
= 

YEAR = 

0.0450 

0.10 

0.46 

0.097 

0. 12 

3) 
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Figure 2 (continued) 

(ADDITIONAL COSTS < 0) 
(ADDITIONAL BENEFITS > 0) 
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YEAR DEPRECIATION DEPRECIATION DIRECT LABOR MATERIAL 
NEW EQUIPMENT OLD EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENT 

1 2800.00 1400.00 1300.00 100.00 
2 2800.00 1400.00 1300.00 140.00 
3 2800.00 0.00 1300.00 180.00 
4 2800.00 0.00 1300.00 200.00 
5 2800.00 0.00 1300.00 220.00 
6 0.00 0.00 1300.00 240.00 
7 0.00 0.00 1300.00 240.00 
8 0.00 o.oo 1300.00 240.00 
9 0.00 0.00 1300.00 240.00 

10 0.00 0.00 1300.00 240.00 

YEAR MATERIAL END-ITEM MAINTENANCE ENERCY 
INVENTORY INVENTORY 

1 880.00 880.00 
2 410.00 620.00 
3 330.00 680.00 
4 130.00 180.00 
5 130.00 180.00 
6 130.00 180.00 
7 130.00 180.00 
8 130.00 180.00 
9 130.00 180.00 

10 130.00 180.00 

OUTPUT (NOMINAL VALUES !) 

****** 

-1000.00 -500.00 
-1000.00 -500.00 
-1000.00 -500.00 
-1000.00 -500.00 
-1200.00 -500.00 
-1200.00 -500.00 
-1200.00 -500.00 
-1200.00 -500.00 
-1200.00 -500.00 
-1200.00 -500.00 

YEAR ADDITIONAL SALES SAVINGS IN ADDITIONAL TAXES 
MANUFACTURING 

1 200.00 4033.70 
2 700.00 17 58. 16 
3 1000.00 1403.63 
4 1300.00 655.89 
5 1600.00 461 . 09 
6 1800.00 507.88 
7 1800.00 530.74 
8 1800.00 554.62 
9 1800.00 579.58 

10 1800.00 605.66 
11 0.00 0.00 

NET PRESENT VALUE = 623.83 

UNIFORM ANNUITY SERIES= 110.41 

TO BE PAID 

-2074.50 
-801.25 
-136.33 
-388.29 
-339.90 
1061.63 
1072.14 
1083. 12 
1094.61 
1106.60 

92.00 

WORK-IN-PROCESS 
INVENTORY 

2200.00 
640.00 
240.00 
240.00 
240.00 
240.00 
240.00 
240.00 
240.00 
240.00 
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Figure 3 Sensitivity analysis example 

OUTPUT (NOMINAL VALUES !) 

****** 

YEAR 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

ADDITIONAL SALES SAVINGS IN 
MANUFACTURING 

100.00 4033.70 
500.00 1758.16 
800.00 1403.63 

1000.00 655.89 
1200.00 461 .09 
1300.00 507.88 
1400.00 530.74 
1400.00 554.62 
1400.00 579.58 
1400.00 605.66 

0.00 0.00 

NET PRESENT VALUE = 
UNIFORM ANNUITY SERIES = 

-282.05 
-49.92 

ADDITIONAL TAXES 
TO BE PAID 

-2120.50 
-893.25 
-228.33 
-526.29 
-523.90 

831.63 
888. 14 
899. 12 
910.61 
922.60 

92.00 

TO HAVE NPV=O : ADDITIONAL CASH FLOW = 74.97 (REAL VALUE, FOR 10 YEARS) 

As shown in this paper, the CIM-strategy offers the key to a series of 

synergetic effects allowing to translate rather heavy investments into 

increased market share via increased flexibility, quality, service and 

customer responsiveness. The strategic justification to authorize a 

productive unit's engagement in CIM must be supplemented by an extensive 

financial justification. A successful investment strategy must yield 

returns in excess of the cost of capital invested in this new technology. 

In this paper we described MANROB, an interactive menu driven 

software package, written in Applesoft BASIC for the Apple II computer 

but easily extendable to other operating system environments. MANROB 

provides the user with effective guidelines for a competent financial 

analysis of CIM-type of investments and will perform a net present 

value analysis complemented with extensive sensitivity analysis possi

bilities. As such the subjectivity that goes into investment decisions 

is drastically reduced and the strategic justification can be comple

mented by sound financial analysis. 
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